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Development of Capitalization Rates: Proforma vs.
T-12
Developing capitalization rates from comparable sales using T-12 income and expense data without
considering, adjusting or applying to the subject’s future/proforma net operating income (NOI) is
inconsistent with industry best practices and Freddie Mac appraisal requirements. Additionally, this
incorrect methodology produces an aggressive capitalization rate not supported by market evidence and
potentially overvalues the subject property.
The appraiser’s development of the capitalization rate must align with industry best practices. These are
excerpts taken from the Appraisal Institute’s textbook, The Appraisal of Real Estate (15th edition), pages
460 and 462 (particularly the last sentences of each paragraph of this snippet):

Quoted from the above text (for easier reading):
•

•

•

“…appraisers must make certain that the net operating income of each comparable
property is calculated and estimated in the same way that the net operating income of the
subject property is calculated.”
“Both income and expense data (in the 12 months after the date of valuation) (emphasis
added) and the structure of expenses in terms of replacement allowances and other
components should be similar to those of the subject property.”
“Sale properties used as sources for calculating overall capitalization rates should have
current date of sale and future market expectations…”

And, the Freddie Mac Multifamily Seller/Servicer Guide (Guide) Section 60.14c states:
“Capitalization rates extracted by proforma income or with actual income must be reconciled
consistently with the appraiser’s estimate of the property’s income.”
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Examples of capitalization rate differential, solely from the income methodology:
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As can be seen from these examples, there is a 50 bps to 100+ bps difference between the capitalization
rates calculated with T-12 versus proforma NOI.
If the appraiser applies the more aggressive T-12 capitalization rate to the subject’s proforma NOI, the
result will be a materially higher indicated value than would result if the appraiser applied the
capitalization rate developed with each sale’s proforma NOI. This would be indicative of an
overvaluation of the subject and an escalated valuation risk.
The appraiser should refrain from substituting their own interpretation of market date (rents, expenses,
occupancies, etc.) for that of market participants.
In the example below, the appraiser’s calculated rates (the far-right column of the exhibit) are theoretical
based on their perceptions instead of the actions and expectations of the buyer and/or the seller. The
appraiser decided, without support, that they would calculate the capitalization rates from these sales
based on T-3 income and T-12 expenses without consideration of actual income and/or actual expenses.
And, they did these substitute calculations for all six of the comparable sales in the report so the resulting
concluded cap rate bore no resemblance to the actual actions of buyers and sellers in this local market.

Freddie Mac fully understands and appreciates that appraisers might not be privy to the income,
expenses, NOI or the motivations/expectations of each sale they research. Sometimes this data is closely
held and not available from confidential sources but this does not mean that the appraiser can substitute
their assumptions for those of market participants.

Summary and Best Practices
•
•
•
•
•

For the development of the capitalization rate, industry best practices require an apples-to-apples
comparison of the comparable sales’ NOI to the subject property’s NOI.
The estimate of the subject property NOI should be forward-looking, i.e., aligned with the
Principle of Anticipation.
The appraiser should not substitute their expectations of market performance for the buyer’s or
seller’s rationalization for entering the sales agreement.
Applying a capitalization rate developed with T-12 NOI (or any backward-looking NOI estimate) to
the appraiser’s proforma NOI will yield a potentially aggressive result and a potential
overvaluation of the subject property.
This potential overvaluation is indicative of a higher valuation risk from Freddie Mac’s use of that
appraisal report.
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